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The Power to say NO! [Part 1] 

How do you feel about saying "no?" I notice that saying "no" to certain people and in 

some situations can be challenging for me. Sometimes I find myself saying "yes" when 

"no" would really be more authentic. More covertly, I also find myself at times giving 

"half-truths" (which is quite an oxymoron if you think about it). You know what I mean, 

you run into someone and say, "We should really get together sometime," but you really 

have very little interest in or commitment to making that happen. Does this ever 

happen to you? 

What is it about saying "no" that many of us have a hard time with? "No" is such a 

simple word, only two letters. Yet saying "No" is harder for most people. Most of us 

said, "No!" quite often when we were two. Anyway, it's a two-year-old's job to say "No." 

However, the authority figures in our lives at the time, our parents start to teach us to 

consciously say "Yes". Therefore, many of us grow up to be people pleasers. The word 

"No" drops from our vocabulary and are substituted by lots of ways to be agreeable and 

keep other person happy. And underneath it all we believe that saying "No" can cost us 

a lot in our adult life. 

Practically, the inability to say no comes down to a few specific things. First of all, some 

people get scared that they will upset others or disappointed them if they say "no." 

Secondly, some aren’t comfortable hearing "no" from others, so being the one saying it 

can be difficult for them. And lastly, I consider some people “yes-type -person”. They 

pride themself on being open, helpful, willing, and ready to say "yes" at all times. In 

other words, "no" often seems like a failure, an admission of weakness, or just an overall 

negative thing to say.  

 

However, saying "no" is one of the most important aspects of living a life filled with 

balance, integrity, and authenticity. To a large extent the ability to say “no” is 

tantamount to self-control (which of course is one of the fruits of the spirit); some 

people today insist that we should just give in to any desires and demands that come 

our way. It’s a destructive mindset! Just because you have the desire to eat an entire 
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chocolate cake doesn’t mean it’s good for you and because someone’s asks you out on a 

date do not make the outing moral for you.   

 

Apostle Paul admonished saying, “… let the Holy Spirit guide your lives. Then you 

won’t be doing what your sinful nature craves” [Galatians 5:16, NLT].  The Bible 

doesn’t say you won’t have sinful desires after you become a Christian, but it says the 

Holy Spirit will help you choose not to satisfy them. Before you became a believer, you 

only had willpower to fight against temptations. But it was never enough. You were 

relatively powerless against the great cravings that drove you. As a believer, now 

you’ve got the Holy Spirit — and a new ability to say “no.” You still have the same 

compulsions and impulses you had before you began a relationship with Jesus, but now 

the power of God resides inside of you. Now you can say “no.” If you ever hear 

someone say, “I’m a Christian, but I couldn’t stop myself,” they’re lying [Romans 8:9]. 

They simply never called on the power of the Holy Spirit in the moment of temptation. 

You have the power to say “no.” Use it.  

Jesus Christ, being tempted by Satan, first to doubt in God, secondly to the desire of 

riches and honour, and lastly to a vain confidence in himself, overcomes him three 

times by the word of God resident in him. James 1:13-18 teaches us that in order for lust 

to “conceive,” there must be the joining together of inner desires with outer “bait.” If 

there is no joining of these two forces, sin is not present. The best illustration of this 

truth is when Jesus refused to yield to temptation’s enticing invitation (Matthew 4:1-11). 

It’s not the bait that constitutes sin; it’s the bite! Joseph understood this and refused to 

let his desire run wild when Potiphar’s wife enticed him to sin. In our next edition, we 

would understand why and how to say no when circumstance against our conscience 

lure us to answer yes.  

 
The Power to say NO! [Part 2] 

It really doesn’t matter what you call them, but we all have compulsions, habits, lusts, 

drives, desires or attractions that make us feel like we have no choice but to do them. 

Like Joseph we are caught daily in the web of event that demands our opinion on-the-

spot, there are huge benefits to us in enhancing our capacity and comfort with “no” 

when need be. Consider the following; 

1. Our ability and capacity to say "no" with confidence is one of the most important 

aspects of creating peace and power in our lives. This is about creating healthy 

boundaries, honoring ourselves, and being real -- it's not about being closed, cynical, 

or unwilling. When we're someone that says "yes" when we mean it and "no" when 

we mean it -- others know they can count on us to be real, tell the truth, and come 

through. 



2. Saying "no" with honesty and kindness is also helps to control stress, struggle, or 

conflict, in our lives and relationship. When we don't say "no" in an authentic way 

we end up feeling burdened, resentful, and even victimized (although, ironically, we 

forget that we are the ones who said "yes" in the first place). 

3.  And, when we "no" with confidence, honesty, and compassion, we do one of the 

best things we can possibly do to honor and appreciate ourselves. 

There are basically three forms of NO, the unassertive, the aggressive, and the assertive. 

The unassertive "No" is accompanied by weak excuses and rationalizations. If you lack 

confidence when you say "No" you may think that you need to support your "No" with 

lots of reasons to convince the other person that you mean it.  You might even make up 

an excuse to support your "No." This can backfire if the lie is exposed.  The aggressive 

"No" is done with disapproval. "Are you kidding? Me, stand in for you while you're out 

of town?" Sometimes the aggressive "No" comes as an attack on the person making the 

request. "You must be crazy. I couldn't take on that irrelevant project."  The assertive 

"No" is simple and direct. "No, I won't be able to help with that." If you would like to 

offer an explanation, make it short and simple. "No, I won't be able to help with that. 

I've made other commitments for Saturday" 

 

While the unassertive “No” is not sensible, an aggressive “No” could be an option 

when assertive “No” isn’t working. But it important we discuss effective strategies that 

make the assertive "No" easier and effectual. Firstly, when someone makes a request, it 

is always ok to ask for time to think it over. In thinking it over, remind yourself that the 

decision is entirely up to you. Secondly, Use your nonverbal assertiveness to underline 

the "No." Make sure that your voice is firm and direct. Look into the person's eyes as 

you say, "No." Shake your head "No," as you say, "No". Thirdly, if you say, "Yes," when 

you want to say, "No," you will feel resentful throughout whatever you agreed to do. 

This costs you energy and discomfort and is not necessary if you just say, "No" when 

you need to. Fourthly, if you are saying, "No," to someone whom you would help 

under different circumstances, use an empathic response to ease the rejection. For 

example, to your friend who needs you to keep her child while she goes to the doctor, 

you might say, "No, Susie, I can't keep Billie for you. I know it must be hard for you to 

find someone at that time of day, but I have already made lunch plans and I won't be 
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able to help you. Lastly, start your sentence with the word, "No." It's easier to keep the 

commitment to say, "No," if it's the first word out of your mouth. 

Remember that "No," is an honorable response; if you decide that "No" is the answer 

that you prefer to give, then it is authentic and honest for you to say, "No. Let's look at 

some daily practical ways you can practice saying, "No," so that it comes more naturally 

to you, when you need it the most. Say “No” 

To the television who disturbs your reading; 
To the “…TAKE 1 FREE” adverts on the department store; 
To your friends who carelessly ask for your time; 
To one extra hour of sleeping; 
To the marketer who wants you to try on the shirts; 
To a caller who wants to puts you on hold; 
To a company of unruly friends; 
To sensual touch and gestures  

Make it a project to say, "No" to something every day and when you do, notice it and 
give yourself credit for practicing saying such an important two letter word. 
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